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“Black Lives Matter" & Other So Called Black Leader Show No Respect
Source: Since 1997 WND A Free Press For A Free People * This article appeared originally on The Western Journal By Ryan Foley, June 11, 2020 .
Contributed by Andrea Marquez, Tribal member Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians, Southern California
Although “Black Lives Matter”
make no qualms about their
contempt for the police and
America, they should be equally as outraged about Dorn's
murder as they are about the
death of George Floyd.
After all, it only makes sense
that the phrase "Black Lives
Matter" would apply to all African-Americans, including
Dorn.
While the police have become
a target of left-wing outrage
following the death of George
Floyd late last month, a scene
from St. Louis earlier this week
made it clear that a large number of Americans still respect
the men and women in blue.
On Tuesday, hundreds of people waited in a long line outside Hopewell Missionary Baptist Church to pay their respects to David Dorn, the retired St. Louis Metropolitan
Police Department Captain
who lost his life June 2 while
trying to defend a pawn shop
from looters.
Dorn, an African-American
who spent 38 years on the
force, saw the importance of
keeping his community safe,
even after he retired from the
police department.
For this reason, the 77-year-old
provided security for a pawn
shop, “periodically checking
on the shop whenever an
alarm sounded," according to
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

“Black Lives Matter, the Peaceful Protest, Riots, Looting and
the Murdering of innocent law abiding American citizens like
David Dorn, and so many others including George Floyd have
nothing to do with “Black Lives or Social Justice.”
The truth is that it’s about the “Transformation of American” to
a Socialist Country and as such becomes a One-World-Order
Nation proposed by the Socialist Democrats.
EDITORS NOTE: Ernie C. Salgado Jr.
Lee’s Pawn and Jewelry found
itself in the line of fire as protests in the wake of Floyd's
death spiraled out of control.
A looter allegedly shot and
killed Dorn as the retired police captain tried to protect the
store from those who sought to
burglarize it.
St. Louis police have arrested
24-year-old Stephan Cannon,
who was allegedly part of a
group of looters seen on surveillance video stealing televisions from the store, and
charged him with Dorn's murder.
Sadly, just about every other
looter in St. Louis got to commit their crimes with impunity.
As Missouri Attorney General
Eric Schmitt announced the
day after Dorn's murder, "our
office has learned that every
single one of the St. Louis looters and rioters arrested were

released back onto the streets
by local prosecutor Kim Gardner."
It's not hard to imagine that
Dorn, who obviously loved the
city of St. Louis, would have
been horrified to see the rioters and looters go free.
Fortunately, the impressive
turnout at Dorn's public visitation proved that the people of
the Gateway to the West loved
him right back:
While most of America was
preoccupied with memorials to
Floyd, and understandably so,
Dorn's public visitation and
subsequent funeral should
have received just as much attention.
Yet the tragic story of Dorn's
death has received very little by
way of coverage in national
establishment media outlets.
According to NewsBusters, on
the morning after Dorn's kill-

Carlson warns of threat:
The popular prime-time
host warned viewers that
they must not be complacent in the face of the
threat posed by those who
would attempt to silence
any who disagrees with the
progressive line.

Tucker Carlson Fox News June 8, 2020

Black Lives Matter Has
“Very little to do with black lives”
Contributed by Franklin Motte, Moreno Valley CA
Source: Conservative Institute

saving the lives of black people, and
they should they wouldn’t ignore the
murder of thousands of young black
men in their cities every year,” the Fox
host added. “They wouldn’t put abortion clinics in black neighborhoods.”
Instead, Carlson said, they would “do
their very best to improve public
schools and to encourage intact famiter what they tell you, it has very little to lies, which we know beyond a shadow
do with black lives — if only it did.”
of a doubt is central to the life pro“If Democratic leaders cared about spects of children.”
The controversy began when Carlson
addressed the looting and violence that
has been associated with protests over
the death of George Floyd and
slammed the leftist activists who seek to
have fired anyone who questions the
movement or its motives.
“We know this,” Carlson declared to
his audience on June 8, 2020. “No mat-

ing, "ABC and CBS only spent
seconds on his death while
NBC completely ignored the
senseless murder."
Dorn's death was one of many
tragedies that unfolded as a
result of nationwide riots
dubbed by the establishment
media as "mostly peaceful." In
addition to multiple senseless
deaths, countless businesses
have suffered immense damage.
Although many in the "Black
Lives Matter" make no qualms
about their contempt for the
police, they should be equally
as outraged about Dorn's murder as they are about the death
of George Floyd.
After all, it only makes sense
that the phrase "Black Lives
Matter" would including David
Dorn. But since he was murdered by a “ Peaceful Black
Looter” they just ignore him.

“This may be a lot of
things, this moment we are living
through, but it is definitely not about
black lives and remember that when
they come for you, and at this rate, they
will,” he insisted, according to the Daily
Caller.

The turnout at Dorn’s public
memorial proves that in spite
of all of the rhetoric about
"defunding the police" and the
hasty cancellation of popular
police shows designed to placate the far left, most Americans still respect police officers
and their efforts to serve and
protect.
In fact, a YouGov poll conducted earlier this week found
that 53 percent of Americans
said they oppose cutting funding for police departments,
while just 25 percent support
the idea.
The same poll found that 60
percent of Americans have
"some" or a "great deal" of trust
in the police.
While George Floyd's funeral
may have had all of the bigname celebrities, the turnout
for David Dorn's public visitation shows that he had the respect of the people who matter
the most -- the community he
served.
If nothing else, the long lines
for Dorn's memorial should
restore faith in the profound
decency of the American people.
Rest in peace Officer Dorn,
you served your Country with
dignity and as a man of God.
Your contribution to the advancement of mankind shall
not go unnoticed.
And God Bless America the
land of the Free and Brave.

seemingly drawing on his own experience as a recurring target of the left.
Fans show support: As the Daily Caller
reported, several companies responded
to Carlson’s commentary by announcing that they would no longer be advertising during his program, including
Disney, Papa John’s Pizza, and TMobile.
While some Twitter users celebrated
the news, others made it clear that they
stood behind the Fox News host, with
many using the Twitter hashtag
#IStandWithTucker.
Others said they would be boycotting
the sponsors who dropped him, with
one user, who was retweeted by Rep.
Matt Gaetz (R-FL), saying that there
would be “no more Papa John’s for

“Anyone who has ever been subjected
to the rage of the mob knows the feeling. It’s like being swarmed by hornets.
You cannot think clearly, and the me. Tucker speaks the truth and they
temptation is to panic, but you cannot fear him,” the user added, according to
panic,” Carlson went on to implore, the Daily Caller.
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It appear that I continue to “offend” many of my own people, but please understand that it has never been my desire to pursue
approval from anyone, my only goal is to protect my freedom and remain a free man. Ernie C. Salgado, Jr

Minneapolis: American Indian Movement (AIM) Protects Neighborhood
Source: Shayne’s Journal #4700, June 11, 2020 * By Jean Hopfensperger, Star Tribune

The Pow Wow Grounds is
well known for its wild rice
soup and Indian tacos.
But now it is also known as
the hub of an impressive
community effort that saved
Franklin Avenue businesses
and nonprofits during the violence that erupted after the
death of George Floyd at the
hands of Minneapolis police.
It started with three Indian
leaders who saw the destruction unfolding on Lake Street
and rushed to protect businesses at the heart of the Indian cultural corridor along
Franklin Avenue.
Michael Goze, CEO of the
American Indian Community
Development
Corporation,
and Frank Paro, president of
the American Indian Movement (AIM), sent out a call
for volunteers as violence
erupted in the streets.
Bob Rice, owner of Pow
Wow Grounds coffee shop,
opened his property as the
staging area for AIM street
patrols and offered other logistical support.
Each night, 50 to several hundred community volunteers
gathered in the Pow Wow
Grounds parking lot for a
meal, prayer and assignments
from AIM to protect the area.
As the street patrols wound
down last weekend, neighbors showed their appreciation. Librarians at the Franklin Library had a mural of the
AIM flag painted on its
boarded doors.
The Native American Community Clinic had scrawled
thank you AIM on its window
boards that were coming
down.
“This could have been Lake
Street, Goze.” said. “Now we
can build up rather than rebuild.”
“I’m in awe of what they
did,” added Will Delaney, cochairman of the Franklin Area Business Association. “All
of us were dealing with a lot
of challenges at that time.”
“To pull the patrol together

Joe Rodriguez, left, and Frank Paro (Photo by John A. Anderson)

and keep watch on Franklin
Avenue I’m really appreciative.”
This week the organizers
walked down Franklin, pointing out unharmed buildings
and properties with glass windows intact.
Buildings included the Minneapolis American Indian
Center, All Nations Indian
Church,
the
Mashkiki
Waakaaigan Pharmacy, the
Woodlands National Bank,
the Dollar Store and Maria’s
Cafe.
The AIM patrols also were in
the Lake Street area, they
said, guarding the Division of
Indian Work and Migizi
Communications, the one
building they were not able to
save.
The men said they were relieved that the heart of the
Twin Cities Indian community was spared and grateful
that so many people offered
to protect the area.
Rice gestured to a building of
connected storefronts, noting
that one of these buildings
had gone up in fire, we have
lost the whole place.
Paro said he was named president of AIM, the national
American Indian civil rights
group, succeeding Clyde Bellencourt just two days before
the violence erupted. After

hearing about looting and
fires, he said he knew that
law enforcement would not
make Franklin Avenue a priority.
So he resurrected the citizen
patrols launched by AIM
when it was created in 1968
in this very neighborhood, to
document and protect residents from police brutality.
The recent patrols included
children and grandchildren of
that first group.
My wife showed me a map of
places in Minneapolis that
were looted and burned, Paro
said. Around here, there were
just two or three dots.
We had a lot of people involved, he added Men. Women. People from age 16 to the
70s
Last Friday, about 50 people
gathered outside Pow Wow
Grounds for ribs, donated by
Famous Dave restaurant, and
grilled walleye. With curfew
ending, it would be the last
night on the streets.
Lisa Bellanger, executive director of national AIM, sat at
a table with a paper grid
showing the properties that
needed protection.
Volunteers signed up with
their names and contact information. They guarded specific buildings but also kept an
eye open for trouble..

There were people on the
rooftop here, said Goze, gesturing to the Minneapolis
American Indian Center. We
had walkie-talkies. We used
an app on phones. We texted.
Goze said. “Some patrollers
who had permits carried
guns.” “Their methods weren’t always conventional.” For
example. “When they discovered four teenage boys trying
to break into a neighborhood
liquor store, patrol members
apprehended them and called
their parents.”
A provision for release was
that a parent in their
hometown of Eau Claire,
Wis., drive to Minneapolis
and retrieve the boys.
The nightly send-off for the
patrols included a traditional
Indian ceremony and traditional medicine for protection
on the streets.
“While the group received
city permission to patrol early on, there was some confusion after the Minnesota National Guard entered the scene. Just as neighborhood
block clubs stood watch past
curfews, so did the AIM patrols. This led to a clash with
law enforcement at the Little
Earth housing complex,
when projectiles were fired,”
said Bellanger.
But night after night, the vol-

unteers arrived, staying at
their posts until 6 a.m.
Aldi store manager Amanda
Jerde recalled pulling up to
her store to find several vehicles blocking the driveway
entrance, protecting her business.
“It is truly amazing what
they did,” Jerde said. “I’d
come to work at 5:30 or 6 in
the morning, and they would
be camped out in the parking
lot. And I don’t have connections to the community. I
just work here.”
Across the street at the Franklin Library, the orange, yellow and black AIM flag is
painted on the plywood covering the door, which has
been closed since March because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
“We know how much AIM
has protected our buildings
and our communities,” said
librarian Becky Wolf, at a
community gathering there
last weekend. “The library
staff wanted to do something
to thank them.”
Alex Buehler, branch manager of Woodlands National
Bank, was handling customer
requests that day, grateful for
a patrol that earlier had
stopped two young men who
had threatened to torch the
bank.
But when the AIM patrols
packed up about 6 a.m., others bent on destruction had
been watching for a chance to
move in. “They broke in
about 6:30,” Buehler said.
“They trashed the lobby.”
This week, life was getting
back to normal. The Pow
Wow Grounds parking lot
now holds a tent where people can register for free groceries and supplies available
next to the coffee shop. Goze
had turned his attention back
to developing affordable
housing in the area.
But given the success of the
AIM patrol, Paro said he like
to help it continue.

California Assembly Member James Ramos:
“Auditor findings reveal lack of inclusion,

Oversight in returning Native American
remains, artifacts to tribes.”
SACRAMENTO CA—The
University of California system has demonstrated inadequate oversight, delays, and
lack of inclusion in its repatriation of Native American
remains and artifacts to
tribes, according to the State
Auditor’s findings and recommendations issued this
week.

“When committees that deal with Native
American remains lack a tribal majority,
it causes concerns which need to be addressed,” said Assemble member James
C. Ramos (D-Highland).
Ramos, the first California Native American elected to the legislature, has pressed
the UC system to return its holding of
Native American remains and artifacts.

“We need to ensure that these remains
are returned to the Native American people for proper reburial. It has been too
long. To Native Americans, this process
has been much like digging up modern
cemeteries and then having educational
lectures about the unearthed remains.”

UC to move more
quickly and with greater
transparency and inclusion to complete the
repatriation process.
The legislator observed
that his bill, AB 275,
updates current law regarding key definitions
and processes regarding
repatriation that are applicable to state
museums, and institutions. This would
include consideration of tribal knowledge
and state cultural affiliation in determining eligible items for return to the tribes.
Auditor recommendations also include:
Biannual reports from UC campuses on
their repatriation progress; Publication of
an updated policy from the UC Office of
the President by August 2020; Appropriate tribal representation on committees is
in place by November 2020as directed in
state law.

Ramos is a Tribal member of the San
Manuel Band Mission Indians, So. CA.
He proudly represents the 40thAssembly district which includes Highland, LoRamos added that he hopes the auditor’s ma Linda, Mentone, Rancho Cucamonfindings and recommendations will spur ga, Redlands, and San Bernardino.
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The Psychology of Turkeys
This section is dedicated to the insane actions, decisions and policies made by our would be leaders.

My View By Ernie C. Salgado Jr.
This moron is the “Poster Idiot” for how
the Country would be managed if we allow
the Socialist-Democrats to take control.
It’s ok to gather in masses of hundreds to
“Peacefully Protest” to burn and destroy
public & private property, to loot and steal
and attack police with bricks, knifes & guns.
But law abiding Americans are not allowed
to work, attend church services, play in a
park with their children, visit their aging
parents or have a simply BBQ with friends.
This is wrong on so many levels, it’s time to
end it. A Free People don’t live this way.

And while all we asked was to protect our drinking water, our
people were drenched with water canons in minus 15 degree
freezing weather, attacked by vicious trained attack dogs, shot
with rubber bullets and others forced to be jailed in dog cages.
Many of our people are still in prison for daring to challenge the
Congress protected oil companies. All this happened under the
Obama administration &Socialist Democrat controlled Senate.
So don’t spout this “Social Justices” & Black Lives Matter racist
unprocessed sewage to us, American Indian people. No one but
our own people showed up to support us and we are still disregarded.

Seattle CHAZ Domestic Terrorist'
Ask City Fire Department for Help:
Over the past couple of weeks, multiple
blocks of the Capitol Hill neighborhood in
Seattle have been occupied by “Peaceful Pro-

testers.”
These “Peaceful Protestors” and apparently
otherwise unskilled people have declared the
area as independent from the United States,
and they are calling it the “Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone,” or CHAZ.
It must be hard going out on your own, because the self-appointed leaders of this autonomous area seemed unprepared to handle a
curve ball which was thrown at them this
week.
When a dumpster fire struck near the CHAZ
border a couple of nights ago the demonstrators were forced to take drastic measures:

They apparently had to seek international
aide by calling Seattle’s fire department.
I guess it might take some time for them to
figure out how to govern themselves since
most of them have never had to provide for
themselves, now that they’ve apparently obtained their independence and since the pizza
business was burned down I guess the City
and State will be suppling them with food and
water.
And I’m sure mommy and daddy will continue paying for the cell phone service. I was
also wondering if they arranged for long term
parking for their BMW’s and Porsche's while
they take over Seattle or are given the City as
they exercise their first amendment rights!

CALIFORNIA SOCIALIST INSANITY CONTINUES:
Reparations Slavery Bill Passes Calif. Assembly by 56-5 Vote

House Speaker, Nancy Pelosi (Socialist-Democrat CA)
demands the removal of 11 statues of Confederate leaders
from Washington D.C., but does not include the statue of
the late Senator Robert Bird. Nor does she acknowledge that
9 were Democrats and 2 Independent.
Bird was a self proclaimed racist that served as the Grand
Wizard of the KKK in Virginia. He also opposed the Civil
Rights Act, school integration and Affirmative Action.
But he was a Democrat! After 33-years in Congress Pelosi
just decided to jump on the Socialist bandwagon.

In a stunning 56-5 vote, the California assembly
decided to move forward with creating a "task
force" to study reparations for the state's black
citizens.
California is one step closer to providing African
American reparations for slavery. But leaves out
the American Indians, Mexicans and Chinese
who were also enslaved. The Indian even had a
$5 death-bounty on men, women and children.
As an American Indian and a tribal member of a
Federally recognized American Indian Tribe in
California, I’ll pass on this nonsense.
However, since the State legislators are in such a
benevolent frame of mind they might want to revisit the unfair income taxation of the American
Indian Tribal Members.
Furthermore, who will pay the for this “Political
Handout?” Will I and my fellow tribal members
be obligated to pay for this political farce?

How about the Mexicans and Chinese? How
much will this misguided legislation cost? Will it
be all taxpayers, including those who have legally
immigrated to the United States? Will it include
white people whose ancestors never owned slaves
and even fought for their freedom? These are
legitimate questions that people are asking!
One would think that California has enough current problems to deal without going down this
guilt trip road.
With a 56-5 vote on Thursday, June 11, 2020,
the California Assembly advanced a proposal to
establish a task force to study and prepare recommendations for how to give reparations to
African Americans.
It is a top priority for California’s Legislative
Black Caucus. Wow, what a revelation. Nothing
like buying votes with Tax Payers Money!
By Erne C. Salgado Jr.
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UPDATE JUNE 19, 2020:
Trump Oklahoma Rally Exceeds 900,000 Ticket
Requests; Breaks Record by 10X Plus
Over 900,000 people have officially
requested tickets to attend Trump's
first MAGA rally in months.
Compare this to Joe Biden, who has
been mocked for hiding in his basement. When Biden makes TV appearances on friendly programs, he
often makes verbal gaffes and stumbles.
On the campaign trail during the primaries, Biden could hardly fill high
school gymnasiums.
Compare this to Trump, who is approaching 1,000,000 ticket requests in
a town of 400,000 in a venue that fits
19,000.

Democrats and the media will likely
try to scare or shame people for attending the rally.
They will also accuse Trump of being
"reckless" for holding the rally. But we
are still a free nation!
The people have the right to make
their own responsible choices and
decisions! And right now... the silent
majority is choosing to stand with
President Trump and choose freedom
over tyranny!
Yet, the main stream media continue
to report that Biden is ahead of
Trump is the “Polls,” whatever that is
these days.

President of the United States of America, Donald Trump, 2020

Federal Court rules to cancel energy
lease on land sacred to Blackfeet
Source: Indian Country Today

HELENA, Montana — The three-judge panel
of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit overruled a federal judge's
2018 decision that had allowed a Louisiana
company to keep its lease within the Badger
Two-Medicine area of Lewis and Clark National Forest.

on continuing to fight for Solenex and the
Longwell family, and we're currently considering all available avenues to do so."

The company has held the lease for more than
30 years. It had not yet drilled because of bureaucratic delays within the U.S. departments
of Interior and Agriculture, prompting the
That area near Glacier National Park is the site company to sue in 2013.
of the creation story of the Blackfoot tribes of The U.S. government canceled the lease in
southern Canada and Montana's Blackfeet Na- 2016, saying a proper environmental analysis
tion.
had not been conducted, a decision Solenex
John Murray, the Blackfeet's tribal historic challenged.
preservation officer, said the court's decision A federal judge sided with the company in
will close a "long and painful chapter in the 2018, saying the long amount of time between
history of our people."
the lease being issued and canceled violated
"These leases should never have been issued in federal law.
the first place," Murray said. ""We're obviously The three-judge appellate panel ruled the

very disappointed in the panel's decision today, judge's findings were wrong and that the govparticularly their refusal to engage with any of ernment had considered Solenex's interest.
the arguments we raised on appeal," said David
"Delay by itself is not enough to render the
McDonald, attorney for Solenex, which is
lease cancellation arbitrary or capricious," the
owned by Sidney Longwell. "We fully intend
ruling said.
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Shayne's Journal
Email: shayne@sprintmail.com

“Change, Adaptation &
Opportunity”
By Shayne Del Cohen
\Shayne’s Journal is a daily blog…..til
postednext
by Shayne
Always looking for comment/dialogue.......shayne@sprintmail.com
month.Del
sdcCohen. See email above to contact her.

During the last four months many people have become teachers…or at least
proctors for their children.
Some have come to appreciate how
hard classroom teachers work and have
developed an appreciation for the individual relationships teachers cultivate
with each student in order to bring out
the best in them.
Many educational went to digital learning immediately. Some school districts
had to revert to written packets as many
of their students live in areas without
internet connectivity or in households
who do not have compatible electronic
equipment.
Museum, libraries, other cultural institutions and individual artists began to
provide a plethora of programming.
The world, twenty years late, realized
what the Age of Information could
mean in terms of content, curriculum,
access to personalities and minds all
over the globe. What used to be
stored away in museum vaults, archives
and other repositories became accessible at the touch of a keystroke.
Scientists, politicians, school administrators and others grapple with the obvious question of when students and
their campus might be reunited. Then
there is the subtle issue of budget, given
the loss of income most jurisdictions
have lost.

Issues of socialization, the learning that
comes with group interaction and from
peers is another topic of discussion.
Bottom line: nothing will be the same.
So what has the meant for your community? What can you create?
The first fact is the basic infrastructure
question. Does your community have
sufficient broadband capacity to transit
or utilize the shift to on-line education?
If so, several opportunities are obvious:
1. Transportation cost issues become

reduced.
2. Students wishing to take advantage
of post-secondary opportunities may
do so without the living away expenses
of dorm/food, etc.
3. Adults whose schedule responsibilities preclude enrolling in full-time programs will have additional opportunities with the availability of online courses.
If a community has members that need
to return to work and cannot teach or
proctor their children, the community
library, education center or similar
space can become a mini-school with
staff doing the teaching/proctoring.
Older students may assist as well as any
interested adults. It does take a village
and signals a return to traditional ways.

The community can become very active in providing learning experiences
and adventures about the things and
skills they want their children to know
in addition to the school provided curriculum.
It also is a great opportunity for any
community to work with their school
district to accomplish many things that
have been discussed but never put into
action.
Classrooms of all levels will need guest
lecturers, demonstrators and story tellers to make their on-line content vary
from a single face on the screen all day.
Tribes that have produced videos
should offer this expanded content.
From cultural material to historical,
from health related to the flora/fauna
of the area, this is a perfect time to insert local knowledge into regional education. No more talk; just action.
Printed material, from manuscripts and
novels to informational sheets should
be placed in school libraries or district
curriculum centers if there are insufficient funds for placement in every
classroom.
With the second pandemic of racial
injustice getting a fair amount of airing,
two major issues may also be addressed
with prudent tribal leadership.

It is well known that ethnic children
complain and suffer self-esteem issues
because there is no one that looks like
them in their school or reading materials. What better time to address it than
now?
Secondly, we all know that history texts,
etc leave so much out. Now is the time
to also correct this.
The conversation - or lack thereof about symbols will rage on. Tearing
down a statue, however, does not provide those ignorant of the precipitous
history that generated the reason for
the statue.
If “out of sight” future generations will
have no clue. My personal preference
is that brass plaques (or audio kiosks)
with factual information be placed on
them so that “the other side of the story” is also told.
Many a fort is named for a Union military leader who either was before or
became an “Indian fighter” after the
Civil War.
Many a venerated politician has quietly
promulgated policy and law disastrous
to the Indian community; juxtapositioning pertinent information next to
their display may prove to be the educational dialogue needed to generate
critical thinking skills amongst the public.

Source: Shayne’s Journal #7602 * June 17 ,2020

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

Hospital’s Secret Policy Separated American
Indian Mothers From Their Newborns
Source: ProPublica a nonprofit newsroom

Contributed by Andrea Marquez, Soboba Indian Reservation, So. CA
A prominent women’s hospital here
has separated some Native American
women from their newly born babies,
the result of a practice designed to
stop the spread of COVID-19 that
clinicians and health care ethicists described as racial profiling.
Lovelace Women’s Hospital in Albuquerque implemented a secretive policy in recent months to conduct special
coronavirus screenings for pregnant
women, based on whether they appeared to be Native American, even if
they had no symptoms or were otherwise at low risk for the disease, according to clinicians.
The hospital screens all arriving patients for COVID-19 with temperature checks and asks them whether
they’ve been in contact with people
who have the illness. But for soon-tobe moms who appeared to be Native
American, there was an additional
step, according to clinicians interviewed on the condition they not be
named.
Hospital staff would compare the expectant mother’s ZIP code against a
list of Indian reservation ZIP codes
maintained by the hospital, known
informally as the “Pueblos List,” a
reference to New Mexico’s Pueblo
Indian tribes. If the pregnant woman’s
ZIP code matched one on the list, she
was designated as a “person under
investigation” for COVID-19, the clinicians said.
Lovelace does not use rapid COVID19 tests, and babies were sometimes
born before asymptomatic Native
American mothers’ test results came

back from the lab, a process that can
take up to three days. As a result, the
hospital separated Native American
newborns from their asymptomatic
mothers in at least a half-dozen cases,
one clinician said.
Such separations deprive infants of
close, immediate contact with their
mothers that doctors recommend.

“I believe this policy is racial profiling,” one clinician said. “We seem to
be applying a standard to Native
Americans that isn’t applied to everybody else. We seem to be specifically
picking out patients from Native communities as at-risk whether or not
there are outbreaks at their specific
pueblo or reservation.”
At Lovelace, only women who appear
to be Native American were singled
out for the additional examination,
even if they showed no symptoms and
had not been in contact with a person
who has tested positive for the illness,
clinicians said.

“This isn’t about where you live or if
you live in a hot spot — it’s about
whether someone thinks you look
Native,” a clinician explained. “The
only people for whom we’ve been told
to check ZIP codes are patients who
appear to be Native.

“Unless there is a life-threatening issue, we do not take babies from their
moms,” a clinician explained. “It is
standard practice and policy for babies
to be immediately put on the mother,
before and during the cutting of the
umbilical cord, and to leave them
there for at least an hour.”

HISTORICAL FACT: “Racism has been with us since Genesis and will be with

us until Revelation.”
However, it doesn't make it right. My point is that in American we have made
great strides in addressing and correcting this problem and still have a long ways
to go. But to think the current extremism is helping is also wrong.
Two wrongs have never equaled a right! Law and order must be restored.
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“Laughter is the Best Medicine”
"America is just like an insane asylum. There is not a soul
in it will admit they are crazy." - Will Rogers, 28 April 1935
Shayne’s Journal # 4677 May 13, 2020
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Remember who the real Nazi is!
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